NEW SANUS ELEMENTS™
Sanus Elements™ is a quality line of accessories that includes cleaners and power suppression products
designed to enhance the use of high-end residential electronics.

Sanus Elements™ screen care products are
the perfect way to make your TV sparkle
Sanus Elements™ ELM101-X1 is a complete screen
care system contained in a reusable package. Our
special alcohol- and ammonia-free gel gently cleans
TVs without harming screens or discoloring bezels. Its
Micro-Mist™ bottle provides a targeted spray for
accurate application. The unique Elements™microfiber
wiping handle allows for quick, even window-style
cleaning, and our microfiber cloth cleans screens and
bezels without leaving behind lint. Also included is

ELM101-X1

an exclusive antistatic brush to lift dust from screen
between cleanings.

The ELM102-X1 is a simpler screen care system for use
in non-dusty environments or as a supplement to the
ELM101-X1. It includes a bottle of cleaning gel with
Micro-Mist™ technology, and easily stores a microfiber
cleaning cloth in its cap.

ELM102-X1
http://elements.sanus.com 800.359.5520

SANUS ELEMENTS™

SCREEN CARE

Sanus Elements™ cleaning gel and brush gently cleans without damaging screens
Our alcohol- and ammonia-free gel cleanses screens safely and gently, and a lint-free
microfiber cloth, microfiber wiping handle, and antistatic brush work to remove dust and
fingerprints, leaving a residue-free shine. The screen cleaning gel can be used for LCD,
plasma and CRT TVs and monitors along with laptops, portable DVD players and many
other types of screens.

« Alcohol- and ammonia-free gel will not

harm screens or discolor bezels

even pressure to clean smudges,
fingerprints and oils

« Micro-Mist™ bottle provides targeted

non-streaking spray

« ELM101 reusable storage case eliminates

packaging to reduce waste

behind lint or residue

DESCRIPTION
Screen Care Kit for LCD, Plasma, and CRT TVs and monitors. Self-contained package
reduces waste and includes hang-tag for retail display.
MASTER PACK QTY
6
MSRP
$24.99
UPC
793795500052

MODEL
ELM102-X1

« Carbon-fiber dusting brush lifts

dust and debris

« Microfiber cloth will not leave

MODEL
ELM101-X1

« Microfiber wiping handle applies

MASTER PACK DIMENSIONS
11.625" w x 7.125" d x 7.125" h
29.5 x 18.1 x 18.1 cm
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
6.625" w x 2.375" d x 5.56" h
16.8 x 6.03 x 14.1 cm

PACKAGE CONTENTS
Screen cleaning gel 1.52 FL OZ (45 ml)
Lint-free microfiber cloth
Convenient storage case
Touch-free microfiber wiping handle
with antistatic carbon-fiber brush

DESCRIPTION
Screen Cleaning Gel for LCD, Plasma, and CRT TVs and monitors. Lint-free microfiber
cleaning cloth easily stores in cap. Ships in 6-count self-service retail display.
MASTER PACK QTY
6
MSRP
$14.99
UPC
793795500021

MASTER PACK (self-service retail display) DIMENSIONS
7.75" w x 5.265" d x 6.56" h
19.7 x 13.4 x 16.7 cm
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
2.125" w x 2.125" d x 5.875" h 6.76 fl oz
5.4 x 5.4 x 14.9 cm 200 ml

http://elements.sanus.com 800.359.5520

